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Silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens via femtosecond-laser irradiation exhibits unique near-unity sub-bandgap absorptance extending into the infrared region. The intense light-matter interactions that occur during femtosecond-laser doping produce pressure waves sufficient to induce phase transformations in silicon, resulting in the formation of metastable polymorphic phases, but their exact formation mechanism and influence on the doping process are still unknown. We report direct observations of these phases, describe their formation and distribution, and consider their potential impact on sub-bandgap absorptance. Specifically, the transformation from diamond cubic Si-I to pressure-induced polymorphic crystal structures (amorphous Si, Si-XII, and Si-III) during femtosecond-laser irradiation was investigated using scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. Amorphous Si, Si-XII, and Si-III were found to form in femtosecond-laser doped silicon regardless of the presence of a gaseous or thin-film dopant precursor. The rate of pressure loading and unloading induced by femtosecond-laser irradiation kinetically limits the formation of pressure-induced phases, producing regions of amorphous Si 20 to 200 nm in size and nanocrystals of Si-XII and Si-III. The surface texturing that occurs during femtosecond-laser irradiation produces inhomogeneous pressure distributions across the surface and causes delayed development of high-pressure silicon polymorphs over many laser pulses. Finally, we find that the polymorph phases disappear during annealing more rapidly than the sub-bandgap absorptance decreases, enabling us to decouple these two processes through post-treatment annealing. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3633528]

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon-based optoelectronic devices that operate at photon energies that are less than the silicon bandgap (1.1 eV) have been fabricated using femtosecond (fs) laser doping.1 This process drives concentrations of chalcogen atoms in silicon to levels several orders of magnitude beyond their equilibrium solubility limit and produces hyper-doped silicon that exhibits near-unity absorption in the infrared (IR) region, at wavelengths to which crystalline silicon is transparent.2–4 Such properties are not achievable through equilibrium doping techniques, and the ability to tune the band structure of silicon with fs-laser doping makes this process of great interest for IR-photodetectors5 and photovoltaics.5

Femtosecond-laser irradiation induces a complex series of processes in a material before the energy is completely dissipated, including melting, dopant incorporation, ablation, self-organized structure formation, and pressure or resolidification-velocity driven phase transformations. The surface morphology of silicon evolves over many laser pulses through melting and ablation processes. Initially, ripples with a periodicity related to the wavelength of the laser light form on the surface.7 These ripples, known as laser-induced periodic surface structures, transform into micron-scale spikes with continued laser irradiation.8 The formation and growth of surface spikes is driven by material ablation and has been studied in silicon for surface texturing for photovoltaics9 and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy,10 and it is also observed during fs-laser doping under certain conditions.1,11

Material ablation during the fs-laser irradiation of silicon generates recoil pressure waves that rise sharply over a few picoseconds and decay over tens of picoseconds.12,13 Such ultra-fast pressure cycles can drive pressure-induced phase transformations in silicon,14–16 but the mechanisms and kinetics of pressure-induced phase transformations during fs-laser irradiation have not been thoroughly investigated.

The current understanding of pressure-induced phase transformations in silicon was developed through high pressure studies using diamond anvil cells17 and nanoindentation.18 From these studies, it is known that silicon transforms from its diamond cubic phase (Si-I) to a β-Sn phase (Si-II) at pressures above ~12 GPa and that this transformation is irreversible, i.e., Si-II cannot transform back to Si-I during pressure unloading.19,20 Upon sufficiently slow pressure release, silicon with an R8 structure (Si-XII) nucleates from Si-II and then reversibly transforms to a BC8 structure (Si-III) at
around 2 GPa. Nanoindentation studies have found that the formation of Si-XII/III from Si-II is nucleation limited; alternatively, there is no activation barrier to the formation of amorphous silicon (a-Si) from Si-II. In other words, the nucleation of Si-XII/III can be suppressed by sufficiently fast unloading rates, forcing Si-II to transform completely into a-Si; the silicon polymorphs that form during high-pressure cycles are metastable: Si-XII, Si-III, and a-Si transform back to polycrystalline Si-I with annealing through intermediate phases, although the exact pathway depends strongly on the surrounding matrix, residual stresses in the material, the loading and unloading rates, the indenter shape, the phase of the initial surface (a-Si versus c-Si), and the ambient temperature.

These nanoindentation studies provide some insights into the pressure-induced transformations in silicon, but the pressure generation mechanisms and pressure-induced phase transformations during the fs-laser irradiation of silicon around the ablation threshold are far from being elucidated. In addition to developing our fundamental understanding of fs-laser-material interactions, understanding pressure-induced phase transformations during fs-laser doping for optoelectronic applications is significant because a-Si, Si-III, and Si-XII have different material properties than Si-I and could affect optoelectronic device performance. For example, Si-XII has an indirect bandgap of 230 meV, Si-III is a p-type semimetal, and unpassivated a-Si presents a high density of recombination sites.

In this work, we investigate the relationship between laser-doping process parameters and the resulting high-pressure phase transformations. We investigate the spatial distribution of the silicon polymorphs in fs-laser doped silicon and show that they form preferentially in the center of the surface spikes. The mechanism by which high-pressure phases form only after multiple laser pulses is studied by monitoring the formation of Si polymorphs in fs-laser doped silicon with an increasing number of laser pulses. Finally, we investigate the thermal stability of silicon polymorphs formed during fs-laser irradiation and compare the kinetics of their relaxation with annealing to the evolution of the optical properties of fs-laser doped silicon with annealing. In addition to furthering the fundamental knowledge of fs-laser-material interactions, an understanding of pressure-induced phase transformations during fs-laser doping will enable the improved synthesis of hyper-doped materials for optoelectronic applications.

II. EXPERIMENT

Silicon (100) wafers (n-type, 3000 to 6000 Ω cm) were irradiated with Ti:sapphire fs-laser pulses (800 nm wavelength, 80 fs pulse duration, 700 μm spot size) at a fluence of 4 kJ/m². We compare silicon irradiated in N₂ (N₂:Si), for which we do not expect dopant incorporation or compositional changes during irradiation, to silicon fs-laser doped with S and Se. Silicon was fs-laser doped with sulfur (SF₆:Si) by irradiating the wafer in 500 Torr SF₆ gas. Silicon was fs-laser doped with selenium (Se:Si) by depositing a 70 nm Se thin film onto the wafer prior to fs-laser irradiation in 500 Torr N₂. Large areas of each sample were prepared by translating the silicon wafer during pulsed-laser irradiation such that, unless otherwise noted, every point on the sample surface received an equivalent 88 laser pulses. Additional details of the fs-laser doping process can be found elsewhere. In order to investigate the formation mechanism of silicon polymorphs over many laser pulses, Se:Si was prepared with an increasing number of laser pulses (10, 25, 42, and 88). Finally, in order to investigate the thermal stability of the silicon polymorphs, Se:Si prepared with a fluence of 4 kJ/m² and 88 pulses was annealed in a N₂ atmosphere for 30 min at different temperatures (325 °C, 450 °C, 575 °C, and 700 °C).

Raman spectroscopy was used to detect the presence of high-pressure silicon phases, compare their relative volumes, and investigate the residual stress present in these phases. The formation of silicon polymorphs was studied using a Raman spectrometer with a 10 mW 632.8 nm HeNe laser, recorded through a 20× objective (0.4 NA) with a spot size of 10 μm, and projected onto a CCD using a 1200 g/mm diffraction grating. In order to quantify the Raman investigations, spectra were collected from 20 different locations on each sample. The averaged peak positions and intensities (defined as the area under each background-subtracted peak), as well as their respective standard deviations, were determined. The infrared absorbance was measured with an ultraviolet-visible-near infrared (UV-VIS-NIR) spectrophotometer. The infrared transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) were measured with an UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere and used to calculate the absorbance (A = 1 – R – T).

The sample morphology was investigated using an FEI Helios 600 scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated at a 5 kV accelerating voltage. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared using a tripod polisher followed by a brief Ar⁺-ion mill at 5 kV. Bright-field (BF)-TEM micrographs and selected area diffraction patterns were collected with a JEOL 2011 TEM operated at 200 kV. Selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns for the crystalline silicon crystal structures were calculated using the JEMS software package. Dark-field scanning TEM (DF-STEM), convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED), and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were carried out on a JEOL 2010 F TEM operated at 200 kV, with a Gatan image filtering (GIF) system with an energy resolution of 1.2 eV. To remove noise without affecting the overall shape, the reported EELS spectra were processed using an 8-point Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter.

III. RESULTS

A. Silicon polymorph formation during fs-laser doping

First, the relationship between silicon polymorph formation and the introduction of dopants during fs-laser irradiation was investigated using Raman spectroscopy; peak positions and relative peak intensities in the Raman spectra were used to understand the extent of the phase transformations and their resulting stress states. All three samples investigated—N₂:Si (reference), SF₆:Si, and Se:Si—develop...
micron-scale spikes on the surface after 88 fs-laser pulses (Fig. 1(a)) and exhibit peaks in the Raman spectra indicative of Si-XII (354 cm\(^{-1}\), 395 cm\(^{-1}\)), Si-III (387 cm\(^{-1}\), 443 cm\(^{-1}\)), and a-Si (broad peaks at 150 cm\(^{-1}\), 300 cm\(^{-1}\), and 470 cm\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 1(b)). The intensities of the silicon polymorph Raman modes are at least an order of magnitude lower than the Si-I peak at 519 cm\(^{-1}\), suggesting that a relatively small volume of silicon polymorphs is generated compared to Si-I.

We estimated the residual strain in the high-pressure crystalline polymorphs by measuring the position of the Si-III peak around 443 cm\(^{-1}\) and the Si-XII peak around 354 cm\(^{-1}\) (these peaks were selected because they are the most clearly pronounced Raman modes of their respective phases (Fig. 1(b))). Though small variations (1 to 2 cm\(^{-1}\)) exist among the 20 spectra recorded at different positions on each sample, the Si-XII and Si-III peaks are consistently shifted to significantly higher wavenumbers (4 to 10 cm\(^{-1}\)) than the typical values reported in nanoindentation studies suggesting that they exist under compressive stress. The appearance of 2 characteristic peaks for both Si-XII (354 cm\(^{-1}\), 395 cm\(^{-1}\)) and Si-III (387 cm\(^{-1}\), 443 cm\(^{-1}\)) confirms that these peaks originate from the crystalline polymorphs despite their sizable shift. Finally, the volume ratio of the Si-XII and Si-III generated was estimated from the Raman peak intensities at 443 and 354 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 1(c)). N\(_2\):Si, SF\(_6\):Si, and Se:Si have a Si-XII/Si-III ratio greater than unity, suggesting that the majority of the total crystalline polymorph volume is Si-XII.

### B. Spatial distribution of silicon polymorphs

Next, we investigated the spatial distribution of silicon polymorphs using TEM to gain insight into the polymorph formation process and the pressure profiles induced during fs-laser irradiation. The general structure of the N\(_2\):Si and SF\(_6\):Si surface spikes (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively) is consistent with our previous investigations. Irradiation in N\(_2\) (N\(_2\):Si) produces a 300 to 500 nm thick surface layer (Fig. 2(a)), formed through laser-induced melting and resolidification (melt depth). A disordered surface layer with 1%...
atomic concentrations of sulfur forms during irradiation in SF$_6$; it is thinner than the melt depth in N$_2$:Si because SF$_6$ chemically etches silicon during laser irradiation. Although the SAD patterns show that the spikes are mostly single-crystalline c-Si (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), inset), both samples exhibit strong contrast in the center of the spike, a finding that we assign to local strain variations in the c-Si matrix.

We identify the strain contrast as being caused by isolated regions of a-Si (20 to 200 nm) within the surrounding c-Si matrix, as discussed below. A single region from the center of a SF$_6$:Si spike is shown in Fig. 2(c), and the CBED patterns (Fig. 2(d)) confirm that the volume of material is amorphous and the surrounding matrix is crystalline. The EELS spectra reveal no chemical difference between the volume of amorphous material and the c-Si matrix. However, the fine structure of the Si-L$_{23}$ edge (99 eV; Fig. 2(d)) measured in the amorphous region exhibits a shoulder at 102 eV, in contrast to the dip exhibited in the spectra from the c-Si matrix. This fine structure is characteristic of a-Si, resulting from the reduction of the density of states around the conduction-band minimum in a-Si. We note that a-Si can form through melting and ultra-fast resolidification following fs-laser irradiation under certain conditions, but we do not observe such a-Si layers on the surface, and the a-Si particles are found in regions below the melt depth.

Within the a-Si regions we observe nanocrystals 1 to 10 nm in size (Fig. 2(f)). The small size of the nanocrystals makes them undetectable by SAD, and their structure is difficult to confirm, but we expect Si-XII and Si-III to be present within the a-Si regions because both a-Si and the crystalline polymorphs are products of the initial transformation to Si-II, and they will therefore be present in the same regions. In addition, the formation of a-Si can promote the nucleation of crystalline polymorphs during subsequent laser pulses, as the activation barrier of nucleating Si-XII from Si-II is greatly reduced at the Si-II–a-Si interface. For these reasons, it is likely that the nanocrystals in the a-Si regions are nucleated Si-XII and/or Si-III. We also note that if larger volumes of Si-XII/III were present in the bulk but relaxed to Si-I during sample preparation, they would form nanocrystalline Si-I, which was not observed.

In contrast to the single-crystalline structure of N$_2$:Si and SF$_6$:Si surface spikes, the Se:Si spikes are composed of Se-rich polycrystalline silicon (pc-Si) (Fig. 3(a)), arising from the use of a thin-film dopant precursor, as we reported previously. We were not able to identify a-Si in the spike due to the strong diffraction contrast of this polycrystalline region, but a-Si regions can be observed in the single-crystalline base of the spike. In addition, a single crystal of Si-III on the [101] zone axis was identified within the polycrystalline region using SAD (Fig. 3(b)); this diffraction pattern is most easily identifiable by (101) spots corresponding to a spacing of 4.70 Å.

**C. Silicon polymorph formation and evolution over many laser pulses**

To further investigate the high-pressure phase transformations, we monitored the formation of silicon polymorphs in Se:Si with an increasing number of fs-laser pulses using Raman spectroscopy. SEM images of the surface morphology evolution as a function of the number of laser pulses (Fig. 4(a)) show the evolution of spikes from ripples over multiple laser pulses. The corresponding Raman spectra (Fig. 4(b)) reveal that the broad a-Si peak and the Si-XII/III polymorph peaks appear after 25 laser pulses, which coincides with the transition from the initial ripples on the surface to micron scale spikes. No significant trends in the position of the Si-XII and Si-III modes (Fig. 4(c)) with an increasing number of laser pulses were observed, but the Si-XII/Si-III ratio (Fig. 4(c)) increases between 25 and 88 laser pulses, indicating that Si-XII is preferentially generated over Si-III in this stage of laser irradiation. With higher numbers of laser pulses, the surface becomes difficult to characterize using Raman spectroscopy due to the rapidly increasing surface roughness.

**D. Annealing of high-pressure phases formed by fs-laser irradiation**

Silicon that is fs-laser doped with chalcogens exhibits strong sub-bandgap absorptance that decreases drastically with annealing. Because pressure-induced silicon polymorphs are also metastable and transform back to Si-I with annealing, we compare the relative rates of relaxation of silicon polymorphs and optically active chalcogen species in order to gain insight into the relationship between these two processes. Selenium fs-laser doped silicon (Se:Si) was annealed for 30 min in nitrogen at 325 °C, 450 °C, 575 °C, and 700 °C, and the average absorptance was measured for each and compared to N$_2$:Si and untreated Si (Fig. 5(a)). We observed a characteristic decrease in the sub-bandgap absorptance of Se:Si with annealing, from 90% prior to annealing to 44% after the 700°C anneal. The monotonically decreasing absorptance in N$_2$:Si is likely due to defect states induced by irradiation.

The evolution of the silicon polymorphs with annealing was monitored using Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 5(b)). The Si-XII and Si-III modes are still visible after annealing at 325 °C, but they cannot be resolved after the 450 °C anneal. The 325 °C anneal did not significantly change the position
of the Si-XII mode or the Si-XII/Si-III intensity ratio, as expected based on previous work. The Si-III mode, however, is shifted to lower wavenumbers (Fig. 5(c)), which suggests a relaxation of the initial compressive stress with annealing. Finally, the broad a-Si peak at 470 cm\(^{-1}\) is still visible after the 575 °C anneal, but it disappears after the 700 °C anneal.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Pressure-induced phase transformations during fs-laser doping

The variation of the Raman spectra (Fig. 1(c)) of silicon that had been fs-laser doped using different dopant precursors was not significant, suggesting that the formation of silicon polymorphs is not directly coupled to the doping process, dopant type, or precursor phase. The Raman and TEM results reported in this paper, including the extent of the phase transformations, Raman peak intensities, and peak positions, can be instead attributed to the ultra-fast pressure loading and unloading that fs-laser irradiation induces. Our TEM investigations show that the transformation to a-Si is limited to 20 to 200 nm particles that form in close proximity to each other and in the center of the surface spikes. This volume reflects the material transformed to Si-II upon pressure loading, as Si-II cannot transform back to Si-I upon pressure release. We propose that the transformation to Si-II

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) SEM micrographs of the Se:Si surface morphology evolution with increasing laser pulse number. The laser scan direction and polarization were in the horizontal direction. (b) Stokes Raman spectra of Se:Si irradiated with an increasing number of laser pulses, offset to show the individual spectra. The inset is rescaled to highlight the Raman modes corresponding to a-Si, Si-III, and Si-XII. The color designation is the same in both plots. (c) Bar graphs showing the position of the Si-XII and Si-III modes and their relative intensities after 25, 42, and 88 laser pulses.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Absorbance spectra of Se:Si after a 30 min anneal at the indicated temperatures. Included for reference are spectra from non-annealed (NA) Se:Si and N\(_2\):Si, taken from Ref. 29, and from a silicon wafer. (b) Stokes Raman spectra of the same samples (250 to 500 cm\(^{-1}\)). The spectra are offset to highlight the a-Si, Si-III, and Si-XII peaks and their evolution with annealing. NA Se:Si is included for reference. (c) Bar graphs showing the position of the Si-XII and Si-III modes and their relative intensities with annealing.
is kinetically limited by the picosecond-scale duration of the pressure loading, and that the volume of a-Si reflects the extent of nucleation and growth of Si-II that occurred before pressure release. During nanoindentation investigations, slow, incremental loading conditions result in silicon polymorph formation over the entire volume subject to sufficient pressures for the Si-I→Si-II transformation. In this scenario, the transformation does not suffer from kinetic limitations, and micron-scale volumes of a-Si and Si-XII/III are produced. In contrast, the small and kinetically limited volumes of Si-II generated in fs-laser irradiated Si are an important aspect of the phase transformation process, as the total volume of material transformed to Si-II will influence the subsequent phase transformation pathways. For example, the nucleation of Si-XII from Si-II is less probable in small volumes of Si-II due to the reduced number of available nucleation sites.

It has been shown in nanoindentation studies that the probability of Si-XII and Si-III nucleation is suppressed by fast unloading conditions, which instead favor the formation of a-Si from Si-II, and this is consistent with our observations. Only a limited amount of crystalline high-pressure phases was observed in BF-TEM images that show 1 nm to 10 nm nanocrystals within the a-Si volumes (Fig. 2(f)), which are most likely Si-XII and Si-III. The ultra-fast unloading conditions might also limit the subsequent Si-XII→Si-III transformation, as suggested by the preferred generation of Si-XII over Si-III during fs-laser irradiation (Fig. 1(c)).

The observed Raman peak shifts quantified in Fig. 1(b) can be qualitatively translated into residual stresses based on empirical studies of the Si-XII and Si-III peak positions with pressure; a shift of the Si-XII peak from 350 cm\(^{-1}\) to 354 cm\(^{-1}\) and of the Si-III Peak from 432 cm\(^{-1}\) to 443 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates that both crystalline silicon polymorphs exist under roughly 3 GPa of compressive stress. Si-XII and Si-III are denser phases than Si-I, and it might be expected that they would form under tensile stress due to the encapsulating Si-I matrix; still, our results show that they exist in compressive stress. We speculate that the ultra-fast pressure release quenches Si-XII and Si-III phases in a high-pressure state such that they cannot relax to their equilibrium metastable structures.

### B. Polymorph spatial distribution and evolution with shot number: An incubation effect

The BF-TEM investigations reveal that high-pressure silicon phases form preferably in the core of the spikes, suggesting that the pressure-induced phase transformations are related to the evolution of the surface morphology over multiple laser pulses. Transformed regions of material have been observed previously in the cores of peaks formed by the fs-laser irradiation of silicon, but neither their composition nor their mechanism of formation has been explained. In addition, we see that the initial laser pulses do not generate sufficient pressures at this fluence (4 kJ/m\(^2\)) to drive phase transformation (Fig. 4(b)), but identical laser pulses during later-stage irradiation do. The spatial distribution and delayed formation of the silicon polymorphs can be explained by the evolving surface morphology and the related ablation processes, as discussed below.

During femtosecond laser irradiation, recoil pressure waves form in reaction to the ablation of material from the surface. The pressure generated is proportional to the amount of material ablated away and thus increases with laser fluence. As the initial laser induced periodic ripple structures grow into larger structures, light is preferentially reflected from the sides of the inclined surfaces and is focused into the valleys between spikes. This increases the local laser fluence in the valley, which in turn increases the rate of ablation, and thus the magnitude of the pressure waves generated. The preferential ablation of material from the valleys creates the appearance that the surface spikes are growing with increasing shot number (Fig. 4(b)), and this creates a positive feedback loop. Whereas the average laser fluence remains constant, the evolving surface morphology creates localized regions of amplified fluence and subsequent recoil pressure waves, which eventually reach the critical values necessary to induce high-pressure phase transformations. Through this combination of processes, relatively low-fluence fs-laser irradiation can achieve very high pressures in localized areas on the surface. The presence of silicon polymorphs in the core of the spikes (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) also reveals that these regions achieved pressures higher than are experienced in the valleys. It is possible that the collision of pressure waves from multiple valleys is necessary in order to achieve sufficiently high pressures to drive phase transformations.

Our Raman investigations show that the phase transformations evolve over many laser pulses, providing strong evidence that the nature of the pressure cycles changes as well. The increase of the Si-XII/Si-III peak intensity ratio with increasing shot number suggests either a shift in the rates of formation of Si-XII and Si-III during later-stage irradiation or a shift in the relative rates of transformation of these polymorphs back into Si-I due to local heating, which occurs as the fs-laser energy dissipates into the substrate. Previous studies of the Si-XII/Si-III ratio with annealing, however, have shown that annealing should cause a decrease in the Si-XII/III ratio. Therefore, it is more likely that the rate of formation of Si-XII increases relative to that of Si-III with increasing shot number, reflecting changes in the pressure profile due to the developing surface morphology and ablation processes.

The phase transformations that occur over many laser pulses would also be influenced by the formation of a-Si regions from Si-II during earlier laser pulses. An existing a-Si matrix greatly reduces the activation barrier to the nucleation of crystalline polymorphs, and would therefore favor the formation of crystalline silicon polymorphs during subsequent laser pulses; such a process could produce nanocrystals of silicon polymorphs within the a-Si matrix, as observed in Fig. 2(f).

### C. Relaxation with annealing and IR-absortance

Comparing the Raman spectra of a fs-laser doped silicon annealed at various temperatures (Fig. 5(a)) with the sub-
Annealing. Undoped N₂:Si has a Raman spectra that is very similar to that of Se:Si (Fig. 1(b)), but it does not exhibit the strong absorbance into the IR region that is characteristic of the doped samples (Fig. 5(a)). This is conclusive evidence that the formation of metastable polymorphs does not play a dominant role in increasing the IR absorbance in the investigated spectral range. We note that Si-XII has a bandgap that is below the range of these absorbance spectra (230 meV or 5.4 μm).26 In addition, Se:Si exhibits an 82% average IR absorbance after the 450°C anneal, the point at which the high-pressure crystalline phases are undetectable by Raman spectroscopy. After the 700°C anneal, when the a-Si has recrystallized, the average IR absorbance (44%) is still much greater than that of N₂:Si. Thus, the metastable phases in selenium fs-laser doped silicon can be annealed out while maintaining moderate IR. Such annealing treatments have been used in the past to improve the device performance of fs-laser doped silicon,1 and the reduction of metastable silicon polymorphs during annealing might be an important contributing factor.

Changes in the Raman peak intensities can also provide insight into the transformation pathways through which the metastable polymorphs transform back to Si-I. We observe pronounced Si-XII and Si-III peaks in Fig. 5(b) after a 30 min anneal at 325°C. Investigations of the annealing kinetics of nanoindentation-induced high pressure phases found that the Si-XII and Si-III Raman peaks were undetectable after less than 10 min of annealing at 300°C.35 The increased stability of the fs-laser generated silicon polymorphs could be due to their formation within the a-Si regions, as suggested from Fig. 2(f), and this has been shown to make Si-XII and S-III more thermally stable.35 Additionally, the encapsulation of the polymorphs and a-Si within the c-Si matrix would influence the stress states, as suggested by the strain contrast visible surrounding the a-Si regions in BF-TEM images (Fig. 2(d)), and would consequently alter the kinetics of the transformation back to Si-I. The crystallization of a-Si after annealing at 700°C agrees with previous investigations showing that the formation of c-Si from a-Si requires annealing temperatures exceeding 550°C.39 A more detailed study is needed in order to refine our understanding of the phase transformations that occur in fs-laser irradiated silicon with annealing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Raman spectroscopy coupled with TEM and SEM investigations of silicon doped using fs-laser irradiation have revealed several insights into the mechanisms that lead to the formation of high-pressure phases during fs-laser irradiation. We have found that the phase of the dopant precursor does not directly impact the formation of high-pressure phases of silicon despite its influence on the microstructure, and small volumes of Si-XII and Si-III are generated under compressive stress, with more Si-XII generated than Si-III. The limited formation of a-Si, Si-XII, and Si-III and the preference for Si-XII formation over that of Si-III can be attributed to the extremely fast pressure cycles that are generated by fs-laser irradiation. We propose that the focusing effect of the micron-scale spikes is necessary in order to achieve sufficient material ablation and pressure generation to drive high-pressure phase transformations in silicon under these irradiation conditions. This is supported by our findings that the formation of silicon polymorphs over many laser pulses is correlated with the formation of surface spikes, and that the pressure-induced phases exist only within the center of the spikes. The spatial distribution of silicon polymorphs also suggests that pressures sufficient to drive phase transformations are achieved through the collision of multiple pressure waves in the spikes, generated from the surrounding localized regions of increased ablation. By coupling Raman investigations with absorbance measurements and annealing trials, we confirm that the silicon polymorphs are not responsible for the large increase in IR-absorbance, and that the silicon polymorphs can be removed during anneals similar to those used in fs-laser optoelectronic device processing. The polymorphs are found to be more thermally stable than those generated by nanoindentation, which could be due to the stabilizing effects of the existing stress states of the polymorphs or the formation of crystalline polymorphs in an a-Si matrix. This work represents progress in understanding pressure-induced phase transformations in silicon during fs-laser irradiation and the mechanisms contributing to local pressure generation over many laser pulses. It advances our understanding of fs-laser irradiation as a processing technology for doping, has important implications in the fields of fs-laser micromachining and surface structuring, and improves the fundamental understanding of pressure-induced phase transformations in silicon.
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